MEET OUR ENCORE DREAM TEAM ...
Marcel Wilson has studied a wide range of dance and movement including hip-hop, contemporary, tap, jazz, and ballet with some of the most influential
teachers and choreographers from around the world. This led him to further his education at Oklahoma City University where he graduated with a Bachelor
Degree in Dance Performance. Since his graduation, OCU presented him with a Distinguished Alumni award for his extraordinary contributions in the
entertainment industry. Marcel has performed with artists such as Janet Jackson, Christina Aguilera, Cher and Beyonce. Now living in Las Vegas, his unique
choreographic style can be seen in Christina Aguilera’s Xperience Residency show at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino. Recently he choreographed “Glow”
a Christmas show, seen by thousands, at Fashion Show Mall on the Vegas strip. Marcel has choreographed for artists such as Wayne Brady, Gloria Trevi, Toni
Braxton, Donny Osmond, Paulina Rubio, and Cher and is no stranger to television, contributing choreography for shows such as “The Voice,” “America’s Got
Talent,” and “Dancing with The Stars.” His choreography has traveled the seas with “Sequin & Feathers,” “Live, Love, Legs,” and “Three” for the Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines. Marcel received a World Choreography Award for Outstanding Choreography in a concert for the top-grossing world tour, Cher:
“Dressed to Kill,” and has recently worked with UK’s X-Factor as an Associate Creative Director expanding his horizons in the industry. Marcel and his brother,
Kevin, make up the dynamic creative team internationally known as “Mr. Wilson Entertainment.”
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Christopher’s hard work, passion and versatile talents has enabled him to work with the best in the entertainment industry. He is a recipient of the American
Choreography Award and has a keen eye for stage, film and television. His work appeared on the The Wayne Brady Show, Don’t Forget the Lyrics, Tyra Banks
Show, Wendy Williams Show, The View, Miss America, International Delight commercials, Donny and Marie Show, NYC Pops at the renowned Carnegie Hall,
Los Angeles Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl, and CBS’s Let’s Make a Deal. He also was the Associate Choreographer for Janet Jackson’s performance on
the Superbowl. His performing credits include Broadway shows The Lion King, Bombay Dreams, The King and I, the movie Rent, Dancing with the Stars with
Whitney Houston, American Country Music Awards with Carrie Underwood and many commercial, film, television, and stage shows. He has a Bachelor of Arts
in Dance from Point Park University. Christopher is delighted to share his experience, knowledge, wisdom, culture, and the arts to upcoming generations.
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Kevin Wilson has studied a wide range of dance styles including hip-hop, contemporary, tap, jazz, and ballet with some of the most influential teachers and
choreographers from around the world. This led him to further his education at Oklahoma City University where he recently received the Distinguished Alumni
award for extraordinary contributions in the entertainment industry. Giving back to the community is a huge objective for Kevin and Marcel Wilson, as was
recognized when they were inducted into the RPS Hall of Fame. Kevin has performed with artists such as Cher, Janet Jackson, Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera,
Madonna, and Beyonce. Kevin's unique choreographic style can be seen on artists such as Cher, Wayne Brady, Gloria Trevi, Toni Braxton, Donny Osmond, and
Paulina Rubio. Kevin has choreographed shows for Ringling Brothers & Barnum and Bailey’s Circus such as “Dragons,” “Built to Amaze,” “Legends,” and most
recently their innovative and technological show, where circus meets ice, “Out of This World.” He received a World Choreography Award for Outstanding
Choreography in a concert for the top-grossing world tour, Cher: “Dressed to Kill.” After completing choreography for Royal Caribbean’s Quantum of the Seas
hit show “Sequin & Feathers,” Kevin has set other shows such as “Live, Love, Legs,” and “Three”for the Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines. Kevin's work can also
be seen in Broadway shows such as “Finding Neverland” and “The Radio City Rockettes Spring Spectacular” as assistant Choreographer to Mia
Michaels. Kevin is no stranger to television, contributing choreography for shows such as “So You Think you Can Dance,” “The Voice,” “America’s Got Talent,”
“Dancing With The Stars,” and most recently has been a choreographer on the hit FOX show "The Masked Singer" seasons 1, 2, and 3. Keep an eye out for his
work with Mia Michaels on the highly anticipated animated films, "Sponge Bob movie: On the run", Paramount Studios "Rumble", and the newly released "Feel
the Beat" starring Sofia Carson. Kevin and his brother, Marcel, make up the dynamic creative team internationally known as “Mr. Wilson Entertainment.”
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ENCORE’S MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Gavin Ó Fearraigh is an actor, presenter and model from Gweedore located in Donegal, Ireland. He is most noted for his role as Conall Daly in the Irish soap
opera, “Ros na Rún.” Gavin won first place in the reality show “Celebrity Jigs ‘n’ Reels” (Irish version of “Dancing with the Stars”). Gavin now spends most of
his time between Las Vegas and Los Angeles. While in LA he has appeared on Cinemax in the award winning film “Alchemy,” the TV series “The Black Box,”
and the “Coast Mafia” movie. He has performed in the Miss USA pageant with Cobra Starship as a dancer and as a dancer with Taylor Swift at The Billboard
Music Awards, while also presenting the Irish Film Television Award nominated series “WWOOFÁIL California and OZ.” Gavin is delighted to be returning to
the Encore Dream Team as the MC for our 2021 Regional Tour and National Finals.
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ENCORE’S DIRECTOR
Caron Moore brings to Encore many years of experience in the field of dance education. For 28 years, Caron directed two successful dance schools in
the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Caron holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of Oklahoma and is certified by Dance Masters of America and
T.A.T.D. She has served on the faculty of Texas Christian University and Weatherford College and was distinguished among “Outstanding Young Women in
America” in 1991. Through many years of having her dancers involved in competitions, Caron felt teachers needed a new and more positive outlet for students.
Caron began to interview teachers and friends across the country and realized her sentiments were not alone. After much planning and many late night phone
conversations with teacher friends, Encore was developed and today is thrilled to be associated with the finest teachers and studios in the country.
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Experience the joy - dance!
“A child sings before it speaks, dances almost before it walks. Music is in our hearts from the beginning.” – Pamela Brown

AND ENCORE’S SHOW DIRECTOR
Brad just completed performing in the regional premiere of the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical Cinderella and in Fall of 2015 a production of Billy Elliot
at the prestigious Gateway Playhouse in New York. He toured the United States and Canada with the Broadway musical CATS as Dance Captain Swing. He
started his career in Vegas where he was in IMAGINE at the Luxor and was in the longest running show in North America, Les Folies Bergere. Brad danced in
Vegas for Siegfried and Roy and in the MGM mega hit EFX starring Rick Springfield. Before leaving Las Vegas and making his move to New York he
choreographed what turned out to be the longest running headliner in Vegas, Frank Marino’s Divas Las Vegas which is still being performed today. He is a
distinguished graduate of Oklahoma City University and enjoys teaching and encouraging young dancers to follow their dreams and pursue what makes them
happy. He loves to pass on his knowledge to the future generations of our business we call SHOW. Encore welcomes Brad as our 2021 Show Director!!!
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Encore Performing Arts Showcase, Inc.
2021 Regional Competition, General Information
COMPETITION GENERAL INFORMATION
Subject to Change:
Encore will be running competition in Studio Blocks. Please do not arrive outside of your Studio Block. You will not be allowed inside.
Studio Block Competition Flow (for ALL Studio Blocks)
1. ½ Hour Prior to each Block – Dressing rooms and doors open. Please do not arrive early. You will not be allowed inside.
2. Studio Block Competition
3. Adjudicated Awards
4. Immediately “Exit and Clear” the dressing rooms and building for next block
Live Streaming and Live Schedule
A Live Stream may be viewed on the DanceBUG APP or on the Encore website www.encoreperformingarts.com
Real-time Live Schedules are available on the DanceBUG APP
Encore Booth and Boutique Hours:
The Encore front desk will be open 30 minutes prior to each competition block and the last 30 minutes of the competition block.
We encourage all TITLE, Photogenic Registrations and Boutique shopping to be done prior to your competition block.
MASKS




Attendees must wear a mask at all times while in the building.
Dancers must wear a mask until they take the stage to compete.
They must immediately put the mask on when they exit the stage.
At the studio director’s/choreographer’s discretion, dancers may perform with/without masks.
No score deductions will be made if dancers wear PPE.
The only time masks may be removed is during performances on stage.
If local mandates require a mask to be worn while dancing, Encore must require the dancers to wear masks during the performance.

PHOTOS and VIDEOS

In order to respect the privacy and safety of each individual dancer, studio, and choreographer, there will
be no video allowed during classes/competition/performance.

Shutterstorm Media will offer photos and videos available for purchase. Contact nate@shutterstormmedia.com



www.shutterstorm.zenfolio.com  Galleries  All My Photos 
Click Your City Logo 
For Password, Email nate@shutterstormmedia.com or visit ShutterStorm Booth onsite

ADJUDICATION CRITERIA:

Technique……..50%

ADJUDICATION AND AWARDS

Performance……..40%

Choreography………10%

3 Judges

Platinum………………………………………. 285.00-300.00………………………………..
Ultra High Gold…………………………… 277.50-284.99………………………………..
High Gold…………………………………… 270.00-277.49………………………………..
Gold…………………………………………… 255.00-269.99………………………………..
High Silver…………………………………… 240.00-254.99………………………………..
Silver………………………………………...... 225.00-239.99………………………………..

In a 2 judge situation: The 3rd score will be
an average of the two actual judges.

The Gregg Russell Legacy Fund (in lieu of receiving group trophies): As you know, Encore and the entire dance community lost
our dear friend and colleague, Gregg Russell, in November, 2020. Encore is restructuring our “Trophy for Charity” Program to benefit
Gregg’s family. Encore is working in partnership with Gregg’s wife, Tessa Zimomra finalizing the details of the Fund.
There is no cost to studios to participate.

